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Abstract: Schizophrenia is a psychiatric disorder which does not have a definite cure till date. Most notably,
the disease is still not completely explored at the genetic level. One of the major genes that play an important
role in this illness is RGS4 (Regulator of G protein Signaling 4). Owing to the importance of RGS4 in
Schizophrenia, we made an attempt to identify the deleterious missense mutations in this gene by computational
analysis. A total of 44 variants were retrieved from dbSNP for the RGS4 gene in Homo sapiens. Out of these 44
SNPs, 36% of amino acid substitutions were identified as deleterious by the SIFT program, 42% of amino acid
substitutions were identified as damaging by PolyPhen-2 program, 57% and 47% of single point mutations were
identified as less stable disease associated deleterious mutations using I-Mutant 2.0 and SNPs&GO programs
respectively. Furthermore, the results obtained from the different algorithms were clustered to increase the
accuracy of prediction. It was interesting to note that 5 variants namely Y165H, Y147H, Y262H, E135H and
E117H were found to have significant impact on RGS4 protein structure and function. These results were also
validated by means of PhD-SNP, PANTHER and FoldX programs. Hence, we infer that these missense
mutations could be important candidates for Schizophrenia caused by RGS4 gene.
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INTRODUCTION RGS4  is  suggested  as  a  major candidate gene by

Schizophrenia is a complex disabling mental disorder G-protein  signaling  protein  (RGS)  family.  These
with a strong correlation with genetic and environmental proteins are GTPase activators and negatively modulate
factors. This disease has a high prevalence, which affects G proteins. Thus, they shorten  the  duration of
approximately 0.5-1.5 % of the worldwide population [1]. intracellular  signaling  of many G-protein coupled
The biology of schizophrenia includes various structural receptors, such as dopamine, µ-opioid, metabotropic
and molecular brain abnormalities [2], changes in neuronal glutamate  and  muscarinic receptors [9], many of which
connectivity [3] and forensic implications [4]. Genetics are implicated in schizophrenia. RGS4 had a genomic
plays a major role in the etiology of schizophrenia with an position  close  to  1q21–q22,  which  had  previously
estimated heritability of 81% [5]. Evidence for common or been  implicated  in  schizophrenia  by  linkage  studies
shared environmental influences on liability to [10].  Microarray  studies  of  postmortem  brains of
schizophrenia is estimated to be 11%, although the exact patients with schizophrenia have suggested that RGS4
ratio between the environmental and genetic contribution expression was decreased across the cerebral cortex.
to developing schizophrenia is somewhat debatable. Symptoms of schizophrenia are classified as either
During the past decades many associations between positive or negative symptoms. Positive symptoms
schizophrenia and genetic risk factors have been reported, include hallucinations, delusions, thought disorders,
but only a very few such as RGS4, DISC1, NRG1, movement disorders etc.; negative symptoms on the other
DTNBP1, KCNH2, COMT and AKT1were considered as hand involve apathy, cognitive impairment, deficit in
putative genes for schizophrenia [6, 7]. Out of these genes attention and memory. The first generation antipsychotic

several  studies  [8].  RGS4  belongs  to  the  regulator  of
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drugs are characterized by high affinity to dopamine (DA) The mutant structures namely Y165H, Y147H, Y262H,
D2 receptors. The usefulness of these drugs is very E135G and E117G were generated with the help of Swiss
limited because of their high incidence of negative PDB viewer, SPDBV [17].
symptoms. Second generation antipsychotic drugs
display reduced negative symptoms and enhance Analysis of Functional Consequences of Point Mutations
therapeutic efficacy. Therefore, these drugs are mainly by a Sequence Homology-Based Method (SIFT): We used
used in the current therapy to control schizophrenia. the SIFT program to detect damaging single amino acid
Mutation in the RGS4 gene prevents it from properly polymorphisms [18]. SIFT is a sequence homology-based
inhibiting the dopamine receptors. Limitation of current tool. The underlying concept for this technique is based
drug molecules is that they do not focus on these on the evolutionary conservation of the amino acids
mutations. Therefore, identification of those missense within protein families. Highly conserved positions tend
mutations associated with Schizophrenia is a challenging to be intolerant to substitution, whereas those with a low
task for genetic disorder research. The literature degree of conservation tolerate most substitutions.
evidences suggest that computational techniques are Therefore, changes at well-conserved positions tend to be
very powerful for the prediction of detrimental missense predicted as deleterious or damaging [19]. Queries are
mutations. Recently, our group has also investigated the submitted in the form of protein sequences. SIFT takes a
missense mutations in different cancer associated genes query sequence and uses multiple alignment information
[11-15]. to predict tolerated and deleterious substitutions for

Although a lot of information about schizophrenia is every position of the query sequence. SIFT is a multistep
available in important database (http:// procedure that, for given a protein sequence, (a) searches
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=schizophrenia), protein databases for related sequences, (ii) builds a
very less computational approaches have been sequence alignment (iii) calculates conservation value and
undertaken for the investigation of missense mutations in scaled probability for each position from the alignment
RGS4 gene. Based on the importance of RGS4 in and the program makes predictions. Substitutions at each
Schizophrenia, we made an attempt to identify such position with normalized probabilities less than a chosen
mutations in the RGS4 gene by different genomic cutoff are predicted to be deleterious and those greater
algorithms. We sincerely hope that these results would be than or equal to the cutoff are predicted to be tolerated.
helpful for the better understanding of genetic variations The cutoff value in SIFT program was tolerance index of
associated with this illness and also for the development 0.05. The higher the tolerance index, the less functional
of better drug molecules. impact a particular amino acid substitution would be likely

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Set: The protein sequence of RGS4 was obtained Sequence and Structure Based Method (PolyPhen-2):
from Uniprot (http://www.uniprot.org/). The non PolyPhen-2  (Polymorphism  Phenotyping  v2)  is   a  tool
synonymous SNPs in RGS4 gene of Homo sapiens were (at http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/) which predicts
retrieved from dbSNP (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/). possible impact of an amino acid substitution on the
Each SNP has a unique id,  Reference  SNP  id  (rs#). structure and function of a human protein using
Clicking on each rsid gives information about that SNP straightforward physical and comparative considerations
including amino acid changes and their respective [20]. The user input is in the form of the protein sequence
positions along with the corresponding accession ids. or SNP identifier and the nsSNP (position of mutation,
Clicking  on  these  accession  ids   gives  information amino  acid  1  and  2). Homology search is performed on
about the protein encoded by the gene. The sequences the given sequence using BLAST (identity 10-94%).
isoforms of RGS4 coded protein were obtained this way. These sequences are aligned using multiple sequence
The structure used to model the RGS4 protein was alignment, MAFFT. The results are refined using Leon
obtained from Protein Data Bank (PDB) software. This is done because the resulting alignments
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do). The often contain poor-quality segments. Then, the reliably
corresponding PDB code is 1AGR. The structure of RGS4 aligned sequences  are  clustered  using  Secator
protein was modeled with the help of SwissModel algorithm implement under ClusPack software. MSA is
Automated  modeling  using  1AGR  as  a  template [16]. performed   again   based   on   this   clustered  sequences.

to have.

Simulation for Functional Change in a Point Mutant by
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Finally, using the refined clustered MSA, alignment Computation of Total Energy and Energy Minimization:
scores (PSIC profile and identity scores) are calculated.
Position-specific independent counts (PSIC) scores for
each of the two variants and then computes the PSIC
scores difference between them. The higher the PSIC
score difference, the higher the functional impact a
particular amino acid substitution would be likely to have.

Predicting Stability Changes Caused by Single Amino
Acid Polymorphisms Using Support Vector Machine (I-
Mutant 2.0): I-Mutant2.0 (http://folding.uib.es/i-mutant/i-
mutant2.0.html) is a support vector machine (SMV) based
tool for the automatic prediction of protein stability
changes caused by single point mutations. I-Mutant2.0
predictions were performed starting either from the protein
structure or, more importantly, from the protein sequence
[21]. This program was trained and tested on a dataset
derived from ProTherm [22], which is the most
comprehensive available database of thermodynamic
experimental data of free energy changes of protein
stability caused by mutations under different conditions.
The output files show the predicted free energy change
value or sign ( G), which was calculated from the
unfolding Gibbs free energy value of the mutated protein
minus the unfolding Gibbs free energy value of the native
protein (kcal mol ). Positive G values meant that the1

mutated protein has higher stability and negative values
indicate lower stability.

Predicting Disease Associated Variations Using GO
Terms (SNPs&GO): SNPs&GO is an online tool
(available at http://snps.biofold.org/snps-and-
go/pages/method.html) which predicts whether a mutation
is disease related or not by exploiting the protein
functional annotation. It is a SVM-based classifier
consisting of a single SVM that takes in input protein
sequence, profile and functional information [23]. The
server  also  implements  PhD-SNP  method that take in
input  different  subsets  of  SNPs&GO's input features.
The PhD-SNP method takes in input the first 45 elements
vector encoding for the sequence and profile information.
Selecting  the  option  "All  methods"  the prediction of
PhD-SNP is calculated and included in the output. For a
given protein, its sequence profile features (Prof) are
extracted from a BLAST search output [24]. From the
output we evaluate both the frequency of the wild type
(Fi(WT))  and  mutated  (Fi(MUT))  residues at position i.
In the output, results from the PANTHER algorithm were
also displayed.

Total energy is one of the main parameters that can
indicate the stability of protein structures. In the present
study, the total energy computations and minimizations
were performed with the help of GROMOS96
implementation of SWISS PDB viewer [17]. Molecular
mechanics or force field methods use classical type
models to predict the energy of the molecule as a function
of its conformation. This allows prediction of equilibrium
geometries, transition states and relative energies
between conformers or between different molecules.
Molecular mechanics expresses the total energy as a sum
of Taylor series expansions for the stretches for every pair
of bonded atoms and adds additional potential energy
terms contributed by bending, torsional energy, van der
Walls energy and electrostatics. Thus the total energy
calculation could be considered as reliable parameter for
understanding the stability of protein molecules with the
aid of Force field (Gromos96 and Gromacs). Performing
energy minimization and simulated annealing removes
steric clashes and to obtains the best stable conformation.
In our analysis, the total energy was computed for native
and mutant RGS4 protein structures by the GROMOS96
force field.

Protein Stability Analysis by FoldX Algorithm: FoldX
provides fast and quantitative estimation of the
importance of the interactions contributing to the stability
of proteins and protein complexes. It is an empirical force
field which can be used for the rapid evaluation of the
effect of mutations on the stability, folding and dynamics
of proteins and nucleic acids [25]. It is available through
a web server at http://foldx.embl.de/. Total positive energy
of the macromolecule is inversely proportional to its
stability. The calculation of free energy is based on the 3D
structure of the macromolecule. The total free energy, G
of native RGS4 and mutant RGS4 proteins was calculated
and the stability of both proteins was compared.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computational analysis was initiated with 17
rsids retrieved from dbSNP for the RGS4 gene in Homo
sapiens. Each rsid has amino acid changes at different
positions. Thus, a total of 44 SNPs were obtained for our
analysis. These SNPs were further evaluated to
understand their effect on the structural stability and
functionality of RGS4 gene.
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Table 1: List of nsSNPs predicted as deleterious, damaging and less stable by SIFT, PolyPhen-2 and I-Mutant respectively

Rsid AA change Tolerance Index PSIC SD Prediction G (kcal/mol)

rs201846465 K187N 0.58 0.011 benign -2.58
K169N 0.60 0.011 benign -2.58
K284N 0.31 0.011 benign -2.58

rs201759642 A195E 0.03 0.201 benign  0.61
A177E 0.44 0.201 benign  0.61
A292E 0.01 0.201 benign  0.61

rs200417634 S86F 0.42 0.000 benign -1.72
rs200292394 Q17H 0.00 0.531 possibly damaging -0.99
rs199931864 N179S 0.70 0.001 benign -2.32

N161S 0.77 0.001 benign -2.32
N276S 0.53 0.000 benign -2.32

rs199666067 E151K 0.51 0.950 possibly damaging  N/A
E133K 0.41 0.950 possibly damaging  N/A
E248K 0.15 0.986 probably damaging  N/A

rs185538945 A90E 0.12 0.008 benign -1.58
rs151032270 G15E 0.00 0.000 benign -1.45
rs146574298 A74T 0.23 0.427 benign  0.03

A56T 0.17 0.427 benign  0.03
A171T 0.11 0.243 benign  0.03

rs144964208 E135G 0.05 0.990 probably damaging -0.28
E117G 0.04 0.990 probably damaging -0.28
E232G 0.03 0.201 benign -0.28

rs142250495 G190V 0.29 0.999 probably damaging -0.38
G172V 0.27 0.999 probably damaging -0.38
G287V 0.19 0.999 probably damaging -0.38

rs140586628 S181F 0.02 0.831 possibly damaging  1.25
S163F 0.03 0.831 possibly damaging  1.25
S278F 0.01 0.995 probably damaging  1.25

rs137999044 K192E 0.70 0.012 benign -0.83
K174E 0.92 0.012 benign -0.83
K289E 0.19 0.012 benign -0.83

rs79912062 Y165H 0.00 1.000 probably damaging -0.94
Y147H 0.00 1.000 probably damaging -0.94
Y262H 0.00 1.000 probably damaging -0.94

rs75967639 Y165S 0.00 1.000 probably damaging  N/A
Y147S 0.00 1.000 probably damaging  N/A
Y262S 0.00 1.000 probably damaging  N/A

rs73018737 V46I 0.19 0.002 benign -0.25
V46I 0.20 0.058 benign -0.25
V28I 0.21 0.002 benign -1.22
V143I 0.26 0.804 possibly damaging  0.96

rs14665 A195S 0.51 0.049 benign  1.22
A177S 0.68 0.049 benign  1.22
A292S 0.16 0.049 benign  1.22

AA - Amino acid change; N/A- Not available; Letters in bold indicate, deleterious, damaging and less stable by SIFT, PolyPhen-2 and I-Mutant 2.0,
respectively.

Prioritization of nsSNPs by SIFT Program: The degree amino acid substitution decreases and vice versa. The
of conservation of a particular position in a protein was results are shown in Table 1. Out of these 44 nsSNPs, 16
determined using sequence homology based tool SIFT. were  identified  to  be  deleterious  with   tolerance  index
The protein sequences of the 44 variants were submitted = 0.05. In particular, 8 of these variants (A292E, G15E,
to SIFT to determine their tolerance indices. As the Y165H, Y147H, Y262H, Y165S, Y147S and Y262S) were
tolerance level increases, the functional influence of the highly deleterious with a tolerance index of 0.00.
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Table 2: List of nsSNPs predicted as disease associated by SNPs&GO server
Rsid AA change SNPs&GO Prediction Probability Score RI
rs201846465 K187N disease 0.984 10

K169N disease 0.985 10
K284N disease 0.986 10

rs201759642 A195E neutral 0.102 8
A177E neutral 0.11 8
A292E neutral 0.09 8

rs200417634 S86F disease 0.979 10
rs200292394 Q17H disease 0.868 7
rs199931864 N179S neutral 0.205 6

N161S neutral 0.205 6
N276S neutral 0.212 6

rs199666067 E151K disease 0.972 9
E133K disease 0.971 9
E248K disease 0.971 9

rs185538945 A90E neutral 0.272 5
rs151032270 G15E disease 0.636 3
rs146574298 A74T neutral 0.184 6

A56T neutral 0.184 6
A171T neutral 0.182 6

rs144964208 E135G disease 0.989 10
G79G neutral N/A N/A
E117G disease 0.989 10
E232G disease 0.989 10

rs142250495 G190V neutral 0.052 9
G172V neutral 0.056 9
G287V neutral 0.047 9

rs140586628 S181F neutral 0.016 10
S163F neutral 0.016 10
S278F neutral 0.016 10

rs137999044 K192E disease 0.982 10
K174E disease 0.98 10
K289E disease 0.983 10

rs79912062 Y165H disease 0.73 5
Y147H disease 0.729 5
Y262H disease 0.731 5

rs75967639 Y165S disease 0.839 7
Y147S disease 0.838 7
Y262S disease 0.84 7

rs73018737 V46I neutral 0.014 10
V46I neutral 0.018 10
V28I neutral 0.014 10
V143I neutral 0.014 10

rs14665 A195S neutral 0.034 9
A177S neutral 0.036 9
A292S neutral 0.033 9

AA - Amino acid change; N/A- Not available.

Damaged nsSNPs Identified by PolyPhen-2 Program: identified as possibly damaging and had a PSIC SD of
Structural level alterations were identified using >0.500; the rest of the 25 substitutions were identified as
PolyPhen-2   program.   The   protein  sequence, position benign with a PSIC SD of 0.500. These results are shown
of  mutation  and  the  amino  acid  substitutions  were in Table 1. It is interesting to note that, 12 single point
given  as  inputs  to  the  server.  Out  of  the  44  variants, substitutions identified as damaging by PolyPhen-2
13  were  identified  as  probably  damaging  and  had a program were also identified as deleterious by SIFT
PSIC score  difference  of  >0.950; 6 variants were program.
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Table 3: List of nsSNPs predicted as disease associated by PhD-SNP and PANTHER

Rsid AA change Prediction PhD-SNP Probability score RI Prediction PANTHER Probability score RI

rs79912062 Y165H disease 0.863 7 disease 0.723 4
Y147H disease 0.862 7 disease 0.723 4
Y262H disease 0.864 7 disease 0.723 4

rs144964208 E135G disease 0.709 4 disease 0.668 3
E117G disease 0.708 4 disease 0.668 3

AA - Amino acid change

Table 4: Free energy change ( G) and RMSD values for deleterious SNPs

G (kcal/mol)
----------------------------------------------------

Rsid AA change Native Mutant RMSD (Å)

rs79912062 Y165H 40.36 43.41 0.014
Y147H 40.36 43.41 0.014
Y262H 40.36 43.41 0.014

rs144964208 E135G 40.36 41.12 0.024
E117G 40.36 41.12 0.030

AA - Amino acid change

Stability   Prediction   Using   I-Mutant 2.0   Program: Disease Associated Variants Using SNPs&GO Program:
The I-Mutant 2.0 program predicts the stability of the Out of the 17 rsids, 9 were predicted by SNPs&GO as
protein based on the free energy change ( G) value. disease associated mutations. These account for 21

G<0 indicates that the stability is decreasing and variants out of 44. SNP rs201846465 (K187N, K169N and
G>0 is the indication of increasing stability. Out of the K284N), rs200417634 (S86F), rs200292394 (Q17H),

44 variants, 25 variants were found to be less stable. rs199666067 (E151K, E133K and E248K), rs151032270
These results are showed in Table 1. The variants (G15E), rs144964208 (E135G, E117G and E232G),
corresponding to rs199666067 and rs75967639 showed rs137999044 (K192E, K174E and K289E), rs79912062
inconclusive results in this program. However, they were (Y165H, Y147H, Y262H) and rs75967639 (Y165S, Y147S
identified as damaging by PolyPhen-2 program. These and Y262S) were predicted to be disease associated as
results are shown in Table 1. It is also clear from the table shown in Table 2. These SNPs had a probability score of
that three variants (K187N, K169N and K284N) changed  0.500. The accuracy of the in silico techniques certainly
their negatively charged amino acid to polar charged increased by combining different algorithms. In the
amino acid. One variant (S86F) changed its polar charged present analysis, out of 44 nsSNPs, SIFT predicted 36%
amino acid to polar uncharged amino acid. One variant of SNPs as functionally significant, PolyPhen-2 program
(Q17H) changed its polar charged amino acid to predicted 42% of SNPs as damaging, I-Mutant 2.0
negatively charged amino acid, 2 variants (A90E and predicted 57% of SNPs to affect stability and SNPs&GO
G15E) changed their non polar amino acid to positively predicted  that  47%  of   SNPs   are   disease   associated.
charged amino acid, 3 variants (E135G, E117G and E232G) In order to prioritize the most potent nsSNPs associated
changed their positively charged amino acid to non polar with RGS4 gene, the results obtained above were
amino acid, 6 variants (G190V, G172V, G287V, V46I (RGS4 integrated into a single coherent framework. Thus, by
isoform 2), V46I (RGS4 isoform 4) and V28I) retained their comparing  the  results  obtained  from  all  four programs,
non polar amino acids, 3 variants (K192E, K174E and a total of 5 nsSNPs in the coding region were predicted to
K289E) changed their negatively charged amino acid to have functional effect on protein function and stability.
positively charged amino acid and 3 variants (Y165H, Subsequently, PhD-SNP, PANTHER and FoldX
Y147H and Y262H) changed their polar uncharged amino algorithms were used for further validation.
acid to negatively charged amino acid. This indicates that
considering only amino acid substitution based on PhD-SNP, PANTHER and FoldX Analysis: PhD-SNP,
physico-chemical properties, is not helpful to identify the PANTHER and FoldX methods were performed to validate
detrimental effect. Hence, further screening was carried the results obtained from SIFT, PolyPhen-2, I-Mutant 2.0
out by means of SNPs&GO program. and  SNPs&GO  programs.  The  results  of  PhD-SNP and
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Fig. 1: (A): Native RGS4 modeled using 1AGR (Y262). (B): Mutated RGS4 (Y262H). (C): Mutant RGS4 (Y147 His). (D):
Mutant RGS4 (Y165H). (E): Mutant RGS4 (E135G). (F): Mutant RGS4 (E117G).

Fig. 2: (A): Superimposed structure of native RGS4 (Y262) with mutant RGS4 (Y262H). (B): Superimposed structure of
native RGS4 (Y147) with mutant RGS4 (Y147H). (C): Superimposed structure of native RGS4 (Y165) with mutant
RGS4 (Y165H). (D): Superimposed structure of native RGS4 (E135) with mutant (E135G). (E): Superimposed
structure of native RGS4 (E117) with mutant (E117G).
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PANTHER showed these five SNPs namely Y165H, 4. Baran, B. and G. Gazdag, 2011. Relationship between
Y147H, Y262H, E135G and E117G to be disease related.
The native RGS4 and mutant RGS4 proteins were checked
for stability using FoldX. From the results it was observed
that the mutant RGS4 had higher energy and hence, less
conformational stability than the native RGS4 protein for
all of the five variants (Y165H, Y147H, Y262H, E135G and
E117G). The results are shown in Table 3.

CONCLUSION

Out of the 44 variants we received from dbSNP, 36%
variants were identified as deleterious by SIFT, 42% of the
amino acid substitutions were identified as damaging by
PolyPhen-2, 57% of SNPs were identified as less stable by
I-Mutant 2.0 program and 47% variants were identified as
disease associated by SNPs&GO program. Thus, from
these four programs we found five missense mutations
namely Y165H, Y147H, Y262H, E135G and E117G as
deleterious substitutions which affect the structure
stability and functionality of RGS4 gene. The results were
also validated by means of PhD-SNP, PANTHER and
FoldX algorithms. Thus the results indicate that our
approach successfully allowed us to consider a suitable
computational protocol for missense mutation (point
mutation/ single amino acid polymorphism) analysis
before wet lab experimentation and provided an optimal
path for further clinical and experimental studies to
characterize RGS4 mutants in depth.
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